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THE AERODYNAMIC STABILIZATION OF VIDEO DISCS_

Mahfuz Ahmed, Richard Brown and Adrianus Korpel
Zenith Radio Corporation
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SUMMARY

This paper describes the general principles
behind the aerodynamic stabilization of flexible video

discs as demonstrated by the Thomson-CSF stabiliz-
er, and a modified version investigated by Zenith.
It is shown that aerodynamic stabilization is a very

nonlinear process and is governed by the stiffness
of the air film between the disc and the stabilizer.
For the stabilizers under discussion this stiffness
is inversely proportional to the cube of the gap be-

tween the disc and stabilizer, which necessitates
the use of a small gap. Depending on disc thickness

and hence on disc stiffness, this gap may be
2-8 mils in excess of the disc thickness. In the mod-
ified version the lower CSF stabilizer is replaced by
a flight deck. It is shown that the flight deck acts

as a prestabilizer which produces a two-to-three
fold improvement in stability for the same air gap.

Experimental data and computer calculations are

organized in a form which provides definite design
criteria for the selection of an optimum system.

* * * *

The general principles involved in the playback
of an optical video disc are well known and were dis-

cussed in some detail at the last Chicago Spring
Conference of BTR. An important requirement of

an optical playback scheme ise- the maintenance of a

constant spacing between the reading lens and the

disc for the entire duration of playback. This

would not be a difficult problem if the disc were of

uniform thickness and free from wrinkles, com-

pletely balanced, free of all internal stresses and

of such a mass density that when rotated at 1800 rpm

the centrifugal force exactly balances the gravita-
tional pull. Such ideal conditions do not, however,
exist in practice and current state-of-the-art repli-
cated discs typically deviate from flatness byl-2mm
(peak-to-peak value), possess an overall thickness

variation of about 5%, and are neither balanced nor

free from internal stresses. When rotated at

1800 rpm on a spindle they vibrate up and down by as

much as 1 mm which is well beyond the depth of

focus (.7 iLm) of tne reading lens. It therefore be-

comes necessary to use some device or technique
for maintaining adequate focus during playback. Two

methods are presently being investigated at various

laboratories around tne world. Tne first uses a

servo to provide tne required constant spacing be-

tween the lens and the disc, while tne second em-

ploys a passive aerodynamic stabilizer used with a

flexible disc. The passive aerodynamic system has

the advantages of simplicity, reliability and lower

cost resulting from the elimination of a disc surface

position sensor, signal processing electronics and

servo motor. On the other hand, it lacks tne capa-
bility of playing discs of all thicknesses, and it is

not fully automatic in the sense that it may require
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the viewer to manually focus once for every disc to
be played.

Maintaining a fixed distance between a rigid sur-
face and a light object by means of an aerodynamic
film is not a new idea. This concept has been used
extensively in the computer industry where a slider
bearing is used to keep a magnetic head a fixed
distance from a rigid magnetic disc.1 Systems
have also been described in which the magnetic
head is held rigid and a flexible disc is maintained
at a fixed distance by aerodynamic forces.2 The
video disc aerodynamic stabilizer is very similar
to the latter approach. Here, also, the lens is held
stationary and aerodynamic forces act on a flexible
disc. There is, however, an important difference.
As shown in subsequent sections it is relatively easy
to produce large aerodynamic forces by maintaining
a small gap between the reader (signal sensor) and
the disc. These forces decrease rapidly (they are
inversely proportional to the square of the gap) as
the gap is increased. To prolong life the disc must
be made very flat, handled with care and mil-size
dust particles which might scratch the disc must b\e
filtered out from the circulating air. This is a mat-
ter of cost, not technology, and poses no problerp
for the computer industry which is not geared to the
consumer market. The video disc system, however,
has to be cost competitive. The creation of adequate
aerodynamic forces with a large gap to protect a
normally wavy disc from a normally dirty environ-
ment is the challenge, The designs described here
satisfy this requirement to a large extent though not
completely.

The passive stabilizers, which are most effect-
ive operate, in general, by creating a positive pres-
sure on both sides of the disc. In the equilibrium
condition the air film acts as a stiff spring and
straightens out any deformation existing in the re,-
gion of the disc to be read. The deformation may be
due to internal stresses within the disc produced by
inhomogeniety of the disc material and nonuniformity
of the replication process. The radial component
of this deformation is modified by aerodynamic and
centrifugal forces acting on the spinning disc. This
is clarified by Fig. 1, which shows a disc rotating
at angular frequency so in a fluid at rest. Due to
friction, the disc imparts centrifugal force to the
fluid in its immnediate neighborhood thus causing
the fluid to be cast off at the rim of the disc and
drawn in around the hub region, A radial pressure
gradient is thus generated along the disc. When a
flexible disc is rotated over a surface, the condi-
tions above and below the disc differ, and thus create
a radial deformation normal to the surface along the
radius of the disc, the extent of deformation being a
function of the type of surface used, the disc stiff-
ness and the hub height. A 4-12 mil thick PVC disc,
flat to within 1 mm gliding over a 50 inch radius
cylindrical surface deforms along the crest as shown
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modification of the Thomson-CSF system and uses
a large cylindrical surface over which the disc
glides in place of the CSF lower stabilizer. This
surface is slotted to accommodate hub travel,and
depressed to maintain uniform disc position radial-
ly as shown in Fig. 2b. The degree of surface
depression is on the same order as the deformation
discussed above.

Upper Stbbilizer

Upper StabilizerFig. 1. Air flow pattern shown by arrows above
the spinning disc.

in Fig. 2a. This shape can be modified by changes
in the stiffness of the disc material, type and degree
of disc flatness and hub height. The net radial de.-
formation of a 10 mil thick 12 inch diameter PVC
disc, rotating at 1800 rpm over a cylindrical sur-
face is on the order of 100 ,um over the outer
3 inches.

(a)

I nihtduck

(b)

disc

flight deck

Fig. 2. (a) Shape, in the radial direction, of a

flat disc spinning on a flat or cylindrical
flight deck. (b) Shape of flight deck re-

quired to make spinning disc flat.

'It is clear that stabilization can be considered to
be effective only if the residual deformation of the
stabilized section is less than the depth of focus of
the reading lens -- about 7 ,am, Several passive
systems have been designed and tested in our lab-
oratory. We shall, however, limit our discussion
here to two which illustrate the general principles
behind aerodynamic stabilization. The first is the
Thomson-CSF stabilizer, shown in Fig. 3a which
consists of two closely spaced and opposing aerody-
namic surfaces operating on the disc in a manner

analogous to the classic journal bearing. The sec-
ond, designed at Zenith and shown in Fig. 3b, is a

Fig. 3. (a) Thomson-CSF stabilizer with dihedral
planes. (b) Zenith' s cylindrical flight
deck with CSF upper stabilizer.

DISC STABILITY

Typical measured values of disc stability (or
residual deformation) obtained with the above-
tnentioned stabilizers are shown in Figg. 4 to 7,
Two components of stability have to be considered.
These we name the a. c, and the d. c, components.
The a, c, component is the peak-to-peak temporal
variation of the disc position at a given radius during
one revolution (1/30 sec). This parameter includes
the effect of thickness variation of the disc. The
d. c, component is the relative change in the average
position of the disc with radius, and this is greatly
influenced by the flatness and stiffness of the disc.
In these diagrams h is the gap height in excess of
disc thickness at the point of closest approach be-
tween the stabilizers. A binary system is used to
identify each disc. The first number refers to disc
thickness in mils while the second number identifies
the disc. Thus 10-3 is disc number 3 of a set of
10 mil discs. The following should be noted from
Figs. 4-7.

1. The stability varies over a wide range.
2. Replacing the lower CSF stabilizer by a continu-

ous surface improves the' stability by approximate-
ly a factor 2.

3. The a. c, and d. c, stability in both systems is
considerably degraded at the outer 1/2 inch of the
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Fig. 4. A. c. stability (peak-to-peak value) of 6 mil,
10-5/8 inch diameter discs at a radius of
3. 5 inches. The dihedral angle of the
Thomson-CSF system was 10°, and the ra-
dius of curvature of the Zenith flight deck
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Fig. 5. A. c, stability of 10 mil, 10-5/8 inch diameter Fig. 7. Variation of d. c, level with radius under
discs at a radius of 3. 5 inches. The dihe- conditions mentioned in Figs. 4 and 5.
dral angle of the Thomson-CSF system was
10°, and the radius of curvature of the Zenith
flight deck was P 2 5 inches.
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disc. Although not shown here, this is true for
all discs irrespective of radius and is most likely
the result of turbulence at the edge of the disc.

4. The stability deteriorates as the gap is increased,
more so for thicker and hence stiffer discs than
for thinner ones. This is due to a decrease in
positive pressure acting on the disc with an in-
crease in gap.

PRINCIPLES OF AERODYNAMIC STABILIZATION

As stated earlier, the stabilizer operates by
creating aerodynamic forces which act on the disc.
The Navier-Stokes3 equations form the basis of the
whole scienceof fluid mechanics. Byneglecting inerti-
al and body force terms in these equations one de-
rives Reynolds' equation of lubrication4 which des -
cribes the aerodynamic stabilization of a completely
flexible disc. This equation is quite difficult to solve
without the help of a computer. Numerical solutions
were therefore obtained by using the procedure out-
lined by Michael. 5 Although Reynolds' equation ne -
glects the stiffness of the disc, the computer gener-
ated values for pressure are in good agreement with
experimental data obtained with 6 mil, 10-5/8 inch
diameter discs. This would indicate that the stiff-
ness of the 6 mil discs does not play a major role in
the stabilization process.

Here, we shall derive Reynolds' equation very
simply by using the conservation of mass law and the
expression for velocity associated with viscous flow
between parallel plates., Consider the CSF system
shown schematically in Fig, 8. Let LV be an element

h'(x,y)
iI

L

Stabilizer
-z -.jJ,

""'Disc

a

luy
uo

lpcx,y)y d 1 1

-v~ T

x+dx

b

Fig. 8, (a) Schematic of stabilizer and disc.
(b) Elemental region under the stabilizer
used to calculate pressure distribution.

of volume between the disc and the upper stabilizer
bounded by the lines x, x + d*, y and y + dy and hav-
ing a variable height h' (x,y). Also, let UO be the
linear velocity of the disc in this region and let U

y
represent the velocity of air leaking out (or being
sucked in) from the sides due to the pressure p(x,y)
above (or below) atmospheric under the stabilizer.
As a first approximation we shall neglect the effect
of centrifugal forces created by the spinning disc on
the air under the stabilizer and use the expression
for U as that obtained for viscous flow between
paralrel plates;6 we thus obtain

U = _1 AP (x.Y)h (xA-Y h2 .,
y 12 L Ay l2z± By

(1)

In the above equation, FL is the viscosity of the fluid
and the - sign takes into account the fact that pres-
sure decreases as y increases. A similar equation
may be written for a component Ux pertaining to the
x- direction., If p is the mass density,
U0 the average velocity of the air driven by the disc

through the stabilizer, then conservation of mass flow
through the elemental volume AV dictates that

L [p (x,y) U h(x,y) dy] dx +

B [p(x,y) Uy h(x,y) dx] dy +

ay ]

ax[ (x,y)h (x,y) 2 ]dx = O 2

If we assume tne flow to be incompressible,(2) takes
the form

a (h3 1p) + a (h3 ) = W
a

( U
21X ax 2y ay alxO0 (3)

This is the Reynolds' equation of lubrication,

The Thomson-CSF stabilizer consists of a flat
upper surface and a lower surface having a radius of
curvature of approximately 20 cm. We snall assume
the disc to fly in a manner so as to have approximate-
ly tne same curvature relative to eitner surface viz,
a radius of curvature, 40 crn. We snall refer to this
radius of curvature as R and use n'O for the smallest
gap between disc and stabilizer. Furtnermore, we
shall denote tne length (x-direction) and width
(y-direction) of the upper stabilizer by l and a
respectively. The computer program uses the

boundary conditions p= 0 at (x,y)±La,I)2'
Taking R = 40 cm, h'o = 0. 002 5 cm, Uo=l. 9xlO3cm/sec
(at 4 inch radius with disc speed = 1800 rpm),a =3. 8cm
and I = 2. 5 cm, we obtain a computer solution for the
pressure distribution along the line y = 0 as shown in
Fig. 9. It should be noted that the pre ssure distribu -

tion has a maximum within the leading half of the
stabilizer, is zero at the center and has a minimum
within the trailing half. The experimental values
obtained with a 6 mil, 10-5/8 inch diameter disc are
shown by triangles and are found to agree well with the
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x 1O3

I

I

Fig. 9, Pressure distribution in the tangential (x-)
direction along the center line (y = 0) of the
upper stabilizer, with ho = 2 mil and
R = 16 inches, obtained through a computer
solution of the Reynolds' equation. Experi-
mental data obtained with a 6 mnil, 10-5/8
inch diameter disc is 4hown by triangles.
In both cases the center of the upper stabil-
izer was 4 inches from the hub.

computer predictions. The pressure distribution
can be changed by tilting the stabilizer, thereby
making the system asymmetrical. The distribution
calculated by the computer for a stabilizer so tilted
that the point of closest approach is pushed to the
extreme trailing edge, is shown by the dotted lilies.

The two-dimensional pressure distribution under
a symmetrical CSF stabilizer with h'o = 0. 0025 cm,
R = 40 cm, and the values of UO' a and I taken pre-
viously is shown in Fig. 10. The height of the curve
represents the pressure, the magnitude of the max-
imum and minimum pressures being
2 x 103 N/m2 (0. 29 psi).

Fig. 10. Pressure distribution under the
Thomson-CSF stabilizer. The height of
the curve represents the pressure, the
maximum and minimum values being
2 x 103 N/m2 (0. 29 psi).

I

i

ISPRING CONSTA&NT OF THE AIR FILM

The total force F on the disc is obtained by in-
tegratiig the pressure p(x,y) over the entire surface
of the stabilizer. Thus

F = ff p(x,y) dx dy

It is clear from Fig. 9 that the net force is zero in
a symmetrical Thomson-CSF system. Considering,
therefore, an asymmetrical system(the leading half
of the Thomson-CSF structure, but stretched to full
lenoU of the original), we find that the computer pre-
dicts a dependence of force on ho as shown in Fig. 11.
If we assume that

F ho n (4)

Fig, 11.

£xcm iR_ea *Ir gp i4 (luls)

I
I

I

Force on disc and spring constant of an
asymmetrical Thomson-CSF stabilizer as
a function of minimum air gap.

*e find from Fig. 11 that n varies from 1. 2 in the
region of ho = 1 mil to n = 2. 0 in the region of
ho = 10 mil.

The stabilizer acts on both sides of the disc.
The spring constant of the air film is, therefore,
given by

(5)dh'
0
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The spring constant a.s.a function of ho "Is also
plottedi- FLWL IL-X If we let (n+ I). = m, we find
thlat 0 p f3 3.0 over the range Z mils hos 9 m1.

EXP Al 9EEMmATO Fi

The me|ired a. c. stability of 6 mil and 10 mul
discwsas function of the excess air gap in an asym-
metric stbilLer is hown in Figs. 4 and 5. The
a. c. stabiity s the residual motion of the disc when
acted upon-byaerodynamic forces. The observed up
and '-down.moLon is due to wrinkles which cannot be
stra(%htened out any frther by the forces available
from the sta1flize r. These residual wrinkles8can be
losked upon as a fictitious force G which acts on a
perfectly flat-and strain-free disc and moves it up and
down, thereby doing work against the spring associ-
ated with the air film. The residual motion x is,
therefore, given by

If we choose
h h

,we obtainh2 h4
(10)

s
s SA. - 8 +8= Li

0
1^-2 33+4

The value of m is now easily determined by substitut-
ing (10) into (9). This is tabulated below for- several
discs around ho = 3 rnils. The corresponding value
of m obtained from the computer solution of
Reynolds' equation is 2. 5.

Table 1 Experimentally determined values of m & s0
Disc m Si
A) Using Thomson-CSF Stabilizer

6-i
6-2

(6) 6-3,K
where K ithe spring constant of the air film. It
should be noted that G is a functWn of the disc para-
meters, mainly of stiffness and deviation from flat-
ness, In analogy with(s5) we shall assume that

K A(hl) ,and that ho = h where A is a con-

stant, and as defined earlier, h is the minimrum air
gap in excess of disc-thickness Between the stabiliz-
ers and h'o is the minimum air gap between the disc
and the upper stabilizer. As a first approximation
we shall further assume that G does not change with
small changes in ho. Then from (6) we have

x hhn Bhm (7)
2 A

where B is a constant of the stabilization system.
Our object here is to calculate the value of m from
the experimental data given in Figs. 4 and 5. It
should be noted that these data include a component
S. related to thickness variation which, again to a
first approximation, can be assumed to remain un-
changed with amall changes in ho. If s is the mea-
sured stakjlity theen

X = S. - 8 B hin; j = 1, 2, 3, 4 (8)
J O- j

where s. are the values of stability at the 4 points
denotedJby j = 1, 2, 3 and 4, and h. are the gaps cor-
responding to them. Combining the first and last
two equations in (8) we find that

log s m log~g2 o 2

(9)
and log m log h5 -h4 0 4

2. 2
3. 0
3. 1
6. 8
6. 3
4. 6

10-1
10-2
10-3

3. 1
2. 9
2. 0
2. 5
2. 0
3. 5

B) Using Zenith' s Flight Deck

6-2
6-3
10-1
10-2
10-3

3. 1
3.4
3. 1
3. 3
4.1

1. 0
1. 0
1. 8
1. 5
1. 5

Table 1 shows that the same disc has different values
for s when stabilized by the CSF and Zenith systeimns.
Since s was assumed to be associated with thickness

. 0variation, which is fixed at a given radius, one may
wonder how it can change from one system to another.
The explanation is that although thicknes ssvariation
remains unchanged, the amount associated with the
experimentally observed flutter can vary depending
on the air gap above and below the disc and the radii
of curvature of the disc relative to the stabilizing
surfaces. This can be seen clearly if we consider a
disc whose thickness has changed by an amount
(tI+t ), and which is in equilibrium between the
st1abiAzers. We assume that before the thickness
change occurred the minimum gap above the disc
was hlo and the gap below it was h. Let t be the
amount of thickness variation by which h is re -
duced. t is therefore, the observed change in
thickness if the flutter of the upper surface is mon-
itored. t is the corresponding change in the gap2
h20and is the amount by which the bottom surface
would have been observed to move if it had been
monitored. Using the expression for K given by (5),
it is clear that under equilibrium conditions the
additional force Faabove the disc and Fb below it,
resulting from thickness change, are given by
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A(*.,Uofi) A(14lTal
Fa= (h10) n+l t' 2

or ti = Lnu l

t2

where (n+l) can be as large as 3. If h1 = h20, as

assumed previously, then t t and half the thick-
ness variation is observed as fitter, On the other
hand, if h10 = 0. 5 hz0 then using n+l = 3,the observed
thickness variation is only!3% of the actual thickness
variation. The effect of thickness variation can
therefore be minimized by making hjd/h20 very
small.

OPERATION OF THE THOMSON-CSF STABILIZER

The operation of the asymmetrical CSF stabilizer
is well understood. The pressure distribution under
the stabilizer is shown in Fig. 9. Here, an upward
motion of the disc is countered by a downward force
and vice versa, which tends to maintain the disc a
fixed distance from the lens.

It is, however, not quite clear how stabilization
is achieved with the symmetrical Thomson-CSF
Stabilizer. Figures 12 and 13 may provide some
insight into its operation. Under equilibrium condi-
tions the pressure above the disc must equal the

Stabili ------ -T
'1%Dislc

X 0

2

Il

zW

-1

-2

~

Fe"

A 1.0

i
PO"*s

VWi

./'
Width of dIabtiis.

Fig. 12. Forces acting on the disc when it moves
up. Curve 1 is the pressureojstribution
above and below the disc when it is in the
middle of the stabilizer with ho= 3 mnil
and R = 16 inches. Curves 2 and 3 are the
pressure distributions above and below the
disc when it is moved up by 1/2 miL
Curve 4 is the difference between 2 and 3,
and the shaded areas represent the-forces
acting on the disc. The width of the sta-
bilizer has been normalized.

*.abiliIm

Di.-1

x203
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Fig. 13. Forces acting on the disc when it tilts but
passes through the center of the gap.
I and 2 are the pressure distributions
above and below the disc, and 3 is the
difference of I and 2 . The shaded areas
represent the forces acting on the disc.

pressure below it at every point within the stabilizer.
If an upward force now pushes on the disc and we as-
sume for the moment that it does not affect the disc
curvattare, tllen, as shown in Fig. 12, the disc exper-
iences a moment which tends to rotate it in the
counter-clockwise direction. The rotation, however,
displaces the positions of zero and maximum pres-
sure which results in a pressure distribution as
shown in Fig. 13. It is clear that the disc no longer
experiences a moment but a net downward force
which opposes the original upward force. Thus the
net effect of an upward force on the disc is a
counter-clockwise pitch, the amount of which de-
pends on the magnitude of the force. Similarly, a
downward force results, in a clockwise pitch. If the
tilting occurs about a point which is exactly below
the reading lens, then the distance between the lens
and the point read on the disc always remains con-
stant and perfect stability is achieved. On the other
hand, tilting about some other point can produce
large motions of the disc at the reading point. This
explains why, in our experiments, the stability has
been found to improve when the upper stabilizer is
tilted so as to make the system asymmetrical to
prevent pitching of the disc. The experimental
plots shown in Figs. 4-7 were obtained with such
an asymmetrical system. The amount of tilt needed
to make the system asymmetrical is in the order of
a few milliradians.

The operation of the CSF stabilizer has been
studied, here, by freezing time and treating
the forces acting on the disc as a problem in
statics. Although this is valid for the low frequency
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components of vertical motion, it may not be so

for the high frequency components, since inertial
forces which are important at these frequencies
have been neglected.

USE OF A CONTINUOUS FLIGHT DECK

6 mil thick discs. 8 -12 inche in diameter

Flight deck with radius of curvature 10 inches
used in conjunction with an upper stabilizing surface.
Adequate stabilization is obtained with total gap
as large as 12-14 mils.

We have seen previously that replacing the lower
CSF stabilizer by a continuous flight deck leads to
improvement in stability. This is because the flight
deck is made to act as a prestabilizer which reduces
the low frequency (30-120 Hz) components of flutter
over the entire disc. The;.flutter is then further
reduced by applying aerodynamic forces locally
with an upper stabilizing surface. The main differ-
ence between the CSF and the Zenith systems,
therefore, is that in the former system the aero-
dynamic forces are applied to the disc localIly where-
as in the latter scheme some aerodynamic forces
initially act over the entire disc and others are then
applied locally. Prestabilization occurs by virtue
of the fact that the rotation of the disc over the flight
deck generates a negative pressure under it which
forces the disc down towards the deck. At the same

time a viscous air film pushes the disc up and pre-
vents it from touching the surface. The air film
under the disc tb,us acts as a spring which, however,
is not sufficient by itself to produce the required
stability. A detailed analysis of the spring constant
is in progress.

It is observed from Table 1 that m, 3 for all
cases except when a 10 mil disc is stabilized by a

CSF system. Since stabilization is basicalUy a

straightening out of wrinkles, this would indicate
that the stiffness of low frequency wrinkles exist-
ing in (PVC) discs, thicker than 6 mils, intro-
duces forces into the stabilization mechanism that
are comparable to the localized aerodynamic
forces of a CSF stabiltzer. In terms of the quanti-
ties in (7), this means that for the 10 mil discs in
a CSF system, G changes with small changes in ho.
The additional force generated by a flight deck
counteracts the disc stiffness and reduces the low
frequency components, the reb.y diminishing their
effect under the local stabilizer.

DESIGN OF STABILIZER

The optimum design obviously depends upon the
thickness or range of thicknesses of discs to be
played, and on disc stiffness which is -a function of
disc material. In any case prestabilization by
means of a flight deck and a tilted upper stabilizer
which makes the system asymmetrical is always
desirable. As shown in Figs. 4 to 7 the following
designs have been found to give good results with
PVC discs.

10 mil thick discs. 8 -12 inches in diameter

Flight deck with radius of curvature 50 inches also
used in conjunction with an upper stabilizer. This
has recently been found to be superior to the 25 inch
deck used to generate the data of Figs. 5-7. To ob-
tain adequate stabilization the total gap should be
no more than 15 nails.
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